Too Spicy
Skye loves trying new things. New foods, new places, new adventures.

Sometimes they are great.
And sometimes they aren't.

"Ick!" said Skye.

"What's wrong?" said Mama.

"This soup is too...?"

"Too spicy?"

"Yes, TOO spicy!"
The next day, Skye tried on a pair of shoes.

"Ouch!"

"What's wrong?"

"This shoe is TOO spicy!"

"Do you mean too tight?"

"Yes, TOO tight!"
Skye and his Mama got in the car to drive home.

"Ahhh!"

“What’s wrong?”

“The sun is TOO spicy!”

“Do you mean too bright?”

“Yes, TOO bright!”
Skye went to the playground with his friend Rhys. They went on the big slide.

"Whooooooaaaaaa!"

"What's wrong, Skye?"

"That slide is TOO spicy!"

"Do you mean too fast?"

"Yes, TOO fast!"

Whooooooaaaaa
Skye read a book from the little free library with his neighbor. The book was about monsters!

"Yikes!"

"What's wrong?"

"This book is TOO spicy!"

"Do you mean too scary?"

"Yes, TOO scary!"
It was time for a bath.

"Oooh!!!"

"What's wrong?"

"This bath is TOO spicy!"

"Do you mean too hot?"

"Yes, TOO hot!"
It's time for bed.

"Waaah!

"What's wrong?"

"Your hug was TOO spicy"

"Do you mean too big?"

"No, TOO tiny!"
So Mama gave Skye a BIG hug. And they both went to sleep.

Their life wasn't TOO spicy. It was just right.
Too spicy!
Too tight!
Too bright!
Too fast!
Too scary!
Too hot!

Just right!

What do you think is TOO spicy? Or just right?

Follow along with Skye and his community in future books!

skye@toospicybooks.com
Skye Thornton is a fun, creative, energetic, and hilarious two-year old. He likes throwing balls, giving hugs, tickling his dad, and reading books. When he eats food he likes, he says "Dellilllicious!" When he finds things he doesn't like, he says "Too spicy!"

Daniela Papi-Thornton is Skye's proud mama. She likes reading books, getting hugs, and making dellilllicious food. She and her family live in sunny Boulder, Colorado.

María Pérez is Skye's proud auntie and she loves illustrating books! When she is not traveling the world, she lives in Medellín, Colombia. She loves spicy foods.
Follow along as Skye tries new things in the world. Sometimes those new things are "Dellllllicious!" Other times, they are "TOO spicily!" Young kids can learn new words, and laugh along with Skye's learning journey!